
PAPER CODE NO.MATH181

January 2007 EXAMINATIONS
Bahelor of Siene : Year 1Master of Chemistry : Year 1Master of Earth Sienes : Year 1Master of Physis : Year 1

METHODS

TIME ALLOWED : Two Hours and a HalfINSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATESAnswer ALL questions in Setion A and THREE questions from Setion B.Setion A arries 55% of the available marks.
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S E C T I O N A
1. A funtion is de�ned by f(x) = e�jxj=4for �4 � x � 4. Sketh this funtion. [3 marks℄2. What is a one-to-one funtion? A funtion is given byy = f(x) = x+ 3x� 5 :What is the domain and range? Find f�1(x) given that the funtion f(x) isone-to-one. [5 marks℄3. Di�erentiate the following with respet to x

(i) 3x8e�5x ; (ii) x2(4x+ 5)2 ; (iii) sin(2x) osh3(4x) :[9 marks℄4. Suppose that two variables satisfy the equationx3 � y3x2 + 5x os(y) = 7:Find impliitly dydx in terms of y and x. [5 marks℄5. Determine the following inde�nite integrals
(i) Z (x2 + 3x4)dx ; (ii) Z osh2(3x)dx : [5 marks℄6. Evaluate (i) Z �0 os2 xdx ; (iii) Z 10 xe�3x2dx : [5 marks℄
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7. (i) Evaluate the sum 5Xk=0(3(2)k + 5k):(ii) What is the limit of the sequene
Sn = 3n4 + 12n2 + 12n4 � 4as n!1. [6 marks℄8. State de Moivre's theorem. If z1 = 2 + 3i and z2 = 1 + 2i evaluatejz1z2j. Write ln(�1) in terms of omplex numbers. [5 marks℄9. Suppose that d(x; y; z; t) = t3(x2 + y2 � z2 � t2):What are �d�x , �d�t , �d�y , and �2d�x2 ? [4 marks℄10. Consider the funtion os2(3x)� sin2(3x). Obtain the Malaurin seriesexpansion of this funtion up to and inluding the term x4. [4 marks℄11. Five partiles deay eletromagnetially with half lives of (30, 40, 55,60, and 80)�10�19s. What is the mean half life and the variane of the halflives? [4 marks℄
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S E C T I O N B
12.(i) Evaluate the de�nite integralZ 10 2x2 + 5x(x+ 2)(x+ 3)dx: [6 marks℄(ii) Evaluate the integral Z x2qdx2 + dy2on the urve x = os � and y = sin � between � = 0 and � = 2�. [3 marks℄(iii) Using a suitable substitution or otherwise evaluate the inde�nite integralZ (os2 x� sin2 x)(1� 4 sin 2x)2 dx:

[6 marks℄
13. (i) By using polar oordinates or otherwise, integrate the funtion

F (x; y) = 2 + (x2 + y2)2over the area enlosed by the urve x2 + y2 = 1. [6 marks℄(ii) Evaluate the integral ZA �xy + x2y2 + 3� dxdywhere the area A is bounded by the lines y = 0, x = 0 and y = 1� x.[9 marks℄
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14. (i) Find in polar form all the roots of the equation
z4 = 16(1 + i)and draw a diagram showing their position in the omplex plane.[6 marks℄(ii) Use De Moivre's theorem to express os5 � in terms of os 5�, os 3�, andos �. [6 marks℄(iii) Using this result determine Z os5 �d�: [3 marks℄

15. (i) Suppose that In = Z 10 xne�ax2dxwhere n is a positive integer. What is the value of I1? By di�erentiatingwith respet to a determine In+2 in terms of In. Hene determine I3.[6 marks℄(ii) Using the Malaurin series expansion to the �rst three terms of osh(x2),ompute the approximate value ofZ 10 osh(x2)dx:
[5 marks℄(iii) Show that d tan�1 xdx = 11 + x2 :by using impliit di�erentiation. [4 marks℄
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16. (i) How many distint arrangements are there of the word\MATHEMATICS"? [3 marks℄(ii) Find the number of ways a magiian an hoose eight of the twelve whiterabbits that are sitting in his top hat. [3 marks℄(iii) A gas onsists of two types of partiles eah with a Maxwellian distribu-tion that are totally independent. It is enlosed in a box with a hole, suhthat the gas esapes slowly. For partile A the probability distribution is.
P (v)A = 2rm2�e�mv2=2; 1 = Z 10 dvP (v)A;and for partile B
P (v)B = 2sM2�e�Mv2=2; 1 = Z 10 dvP (v)B:What is the average speed of a partile in the box? Sketh the two probabilitydistributions on the same graph assuming M > m. What is the speed,voinide, for whih the probability distributions oinide? If the esapingpartiles speed satis�es v � voinide, alulate the average speed of partileA esaping from the box. [9 marks℄
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